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The primary purpose of this book is to convince educators
and parents around the world that eliminating traditional
grades is not only possible but is, in fact, necessary if we are
to evolve beyond the archaic measurements that stifle learning. Throughout the book, I will argue for not just more formative assessment but for assessment that is based on a
routine formula that both teacher and student use daily to
critique learning. This formula is called SE2R. The abbreviation stands for Summarize, Explain, Redirect, Resubmit.
Although it may look like something intended for a math or
science class, SE2R is designed to appraise learning in any
subject and at any grade level. The influence of SE2R is
remarkable, considering its simplicity. This formula is the
foundation of Assessment 3.0, a system that may seem
improbable but contains a truth that teachers, administrators,
and parents can no longer ignore: Measuring learning is education’s principal problem—one that stunts the growth of our
students even more than a lack of technology, oversized classrooms, and standardized testing. SE2R generates an ongoing
conversation about learning, leading to mastery of concepts
and skills in a way that traditional grades cannot.
The transition to teaching without grades is no small task,
as it requires rejecting an established model that has dominated education virtually since its inception. To support this
appeal for major education reform, I will argue throughout
this book that number and letter grades are not only wholly
subjective, they are immaterial when it comes to understanding what students have and have not accomplished in an
academic setting. The goal is to convince you that attempting
to measure achievement is a fruitless endeavor that reveals
nothing about learning and, far more disconcerting, disdains
the opinion of the student. In order to ascertain any substantive understanding of what students accomplish in an academic setting, a two-way dialogue is necessary; you will see
what this dialogue looks like and how it impacts learning and
motivation in various places throughout the book.
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The Argument

Along the way, I’ll share my history with both traditional
and progressive education, but more important, I will share
the astonishing stories of teachers, principals, parents, and
students who have experienced a no-grades classroom and
SE2R feedback and are unwilling to return to an environment
where learning is built on the blind subjectivity of grades. The
results they have realized demonstrate that education without
grades is not only necessary but also realistic. What about
admission to college, you may wonder. How can students be
evaluated without a GPA? College deans and professors will
share alternative ways for evaluating students for admission,
and I’ll explain the community college effect, a theory, built on
some interesting research and a hypothesis, suggesting that
the achievements of junior college students offer strong support for eliminating traditional grades. This book isn’t only
about research and anecdotes. There are strategies for providing meaningful narrative feedback, for using technology for
assessment, for creating significant conversations about
achievement and, perhaps most important, for teaching students to be self-evaluative, independent learners.

Breaking Barriers
Assessment 3.0 has its barriers, four of which will be addressed
throughout this book. First, administrators are bound by policy
and aren’t comfortable with sweeping change. Therefore, understanding how to integrate a feedback model, while appeasing
school leaders, who likely will not embrace radical reform, is
critical. Second, until traditional report cards are abolished
(I believe that one day they will be), final grades should be a
conversation between teacher and student. If a mark is required
for a report card, let’s ask our students what they believe that
grade should be, based on a detailed assessment by both student and teacher of all that was or was not accomplished during
a grading period. Third, parents are accustomed to grades.
Some of education’s most important stakeholders, parents can
push back pretty hard when they don’t see numbers or letters on
their children’s work. Because parents only understand grades,
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moving away from what I call assessment 2.0 can be a bigger
mountain to climb for parents than it is for teachers. Fourth,
and most daunting, is the barrier of time and tradition. Resistance to major reform is easy, when people rely on the “that’sthe-way-we’ve-always-done-it” refrain.

We live in an era of standardization, accountability, and high
stakes testing. I’ve encountered teachers in the field who read
my first education book, Role Reversal (Barnes, 2013), which
introduces SE2R and the elimination of grades. Many of them
love the philosophy behind narrative feedback but suggest
that it’s impossible to fully implement, due to the accountability measures and standardized testing that dominate today’s
schools. “Even if I believe that grades are punitive, how do I
get around them?” is a typical question. The short answer is
not always well received because it offers no plan. “You just do
it because our greatest responsibility is to kids,” I’ve often said.
“Measuring learning with numbers and letters is inherently
wrong, and it has to stop.” I’ve realized over the past few years
that a different, more profound, response to this concern is
necessary. The deeper dive and, hopefully, silver bullet answer
to embracing Assessment 3.0 is contained in this book.
Many teachers have already thrown out their grade books.
They are using SE2R, which is discussed in full detail in
Chapter 3. Others have nudged grades closer to the wastebasket, choosing strategies like standards-based grading that
mimic SE2R in one way or another. Assessment 3.0 is, I
believe, the boldest example of education reform that we’ve
ever seen, and the one that will forever change teaching and
learning. So, before dismissing the idea as outlandish or as
something an administrator won’t allow, consider the case
studies, models, strategies, and tips in this book. In the end,
you may completely alter how you assess learning, or you
might simply fine-tune what you currently do. Either way,
you will be part of a transformation that will impact students
now and forever.
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What About Accountability?

